STATE OF HAWAII

HAWAII LABOR RELATIONS BOARD

In the Matter of ) CASE NO. CE-02-107
HAWAII GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES ) ORDER NO. 709
ASSOCIATION, AFSCME LOCAL 152, ) ORDER DISMISSING COMPLAINT
AFL-CIO, )
Complainant, )
) and
) TONY T. KUNIMURA, Mayor,
County of Kauai and DEPART- )
MENT OF PUBLIC WORKS, County )
of Kauai,
) Respondents.
) 

ORDER DISMISSING COMPLAINT

On March 2, 1988, Complainant HAWAII GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION, AFSCME LOCAL 152, AFL-CIO [hereinafter referred to as HGEA] by its representative Ray S. Emura informed this Board that the subject matter of this complaint had been resolved and Complainant intended to withdraw its complaint. Thereafter, on March 8, 1988 the Board informed HGEA's representative that its letter was not in conformance with Administrative Rules Section 12-42-44. Complainant was thereupon instructed to file a proper motion with the Board.

Not having heard from Complainant since that time and based upon the resolution of the complaint, the Board hereby dismisses the subject complaint with prejudice.
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